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Market Review 

The computer games market is a steadily growing segment of the global 
electronics industry. According to J'son & Partners, the world market of games 
by 2021 will be almost $130 billion, demonstrating an annual growth rate of 5-
6% on the average. 

Changes in the structure of 
the game market are of a 
particular interest. In 2013, 
the lion's share of the market 
accounted for the gaming PC 
market (~40%), 37% are of 
the console segment, in 
2016, the bulk of the market 
took mobile applications — 
the revenue of $37 billion or 
about 37% of the aggregate 
market games. Thus, in 
2016, profits from mobile 
gaming applications for the 

first time exceeded revenues from the segment of games for a PC. Another 
noteworthy fact is as follows: from 2013 to 2016, the mobile device market 
demonstrated a tremendous growth rate, which is also reflected in the dynamics 
of the mobile gaming market. For smartphones, the growth rate was 28%, and 
for tablets, it is 26.9%. 

According to Newzoo company, the segment of MMO games in 2017 took 
about 31% of the world market of computer games.  

The following is noted: 
- it is assumed that the MMO market will grow at 7.9% per year (the 

highest growth rate in the non-mobile segment); 
- by 2017 the MMO market will reach $30.7 billion, which is 31% of the 

global computer games market; 
- such a dynamic growth will be stimulated by the ever-increasing share 

of games with a low or zero entrance barrier; 
- users from Western Europe, Latin America and the Asia-Pacific region 

will be about 95% of the total growth in MMO games. 
According to research by PricewaterhouseCoopers, the distribution of 

online games and games with micro-transactions opens new doors for players 
and advertisers. Apparently, Latin America will become the leader in this 
segment, where the average annual growth rate of revenues by 2020 will be 
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14.2% due to the increase in the speed of broadband access and the active 
growth of the middle class. 

Competitors 
Double Land game will have four levels of competitors. 
Competitors of the first level: economic and business MMO games, in 

which the crypto-currency is used as a means of payment (token) (on the bitcoin 
platform, ether, etc.). A token is traded on the stock exchange (ShapeShift, 
Bittrex, etc.) and can be used in the real world, directly or through an exchange 
for fiat money, for purchase and sale operations. Direct competitors are 
unknown: at the moment there are no economic and business simulators with 
an integrated crypto-currency system in the virtual economy. 

Competitors of the second level: economic and business MMO games 
with the ability to purchase game currency (which cannot be used anywhere 
except for the game) for fiat money with subsequent withdrawal of earned funds 
at the request of the client. The main competitors are farm-games: (~50,000 - 
200,000 participants). 

Competitors of the third level: all other economic and business MMO 
games (including free games with the possibility to remove restrictions for 
money). 

Competitors of the fourth level: all the set of economic and business 
strategies implemented in the form of games for PCs and consoles, where the 
main emphasis is not on the economic component, but on the gaming. 
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In-game world 

The game takes place in a world called Double Land. This is the Earth, 
which survived a series of large-scale cataclysms in the XXI century. As a result 
of these cataclysms, the part of the planet's territories has become practically 
uninhabited, and the totalitarian regime of the Global State has been 
established on the other part, based on the principle of manual management of 
the state economy. The inhabited part of the world is called the Old Earth. The 
uninhabited enclaves are scattered all over the world where the Global State 
sends its colonists. 

Crypto-currency lies at the very core of economic activity, since all the fiat 
money has suffered a complete fiasco, having lost the confidence of the 
population of the Planet. Euro, US dollar, British pound, Japanese yen: all these 
were filed as a history. 

The player leads a group of people colonists, abandoned to the ruins of 
civilization. They are surrounded by an ominous world, where man once ruled, 
but today there is nothing but desolation. 

They set a camp. Solving the basic issues of life support (training stage), 
the group explores the world around. During one of such raids, the group 
stumbles upon a mysterious ancient transmitter, which, when the group 
approaches, is activated and transmits the signal. The training stage of the 
game will be devoted to the deciphering of this signal. 

By activating a transmitter, the player will finish the training stage of the 
game. The group will find out that there are many similar groups of rogue people 
scattered all over the world. They also live on abandoned territory — enclaves. 
They are connected with each other by a system of ancient transmitters, which 
allows trading with the help of the DoubleCoin, the Second Earth's crypto-
currency, and an old underground transport system that allows trading. 

In the enclave where the group has come to, there are some resources 
necessary for survival, but there are no other necessary ones. In order to 
survive, the group is included in the world trade. By improving the production 
system, it becomes more powerful in the political and economic sense. The 
small settlement gradually turns into a metropolis. The player gets more and 
more opportunities to equip expeditions and to learn more and more ominous 
secrets of the surrounding world. 

Polis is at the each player’s disposal. A polis is a settlement, where the 
resources are extracted and one or several products are produced. These 
products are accumulated in the polis store. The volume of warehouses is 
limited (it grows with the development of the policy, it can be expanded by 
building new constructions). A player can sell goods from a warehouse on the 
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global market through a terminal. Sale can be done either automatically or 
manually. 

The player can use the available products for manufacturing more 
complex products (which are sold at a higher price). The polis itself is a 
production base and can be sold to another, larger polis. For each sale, the 
player receives a certain amount of crypto-currency, which can be used to build 
or purchase a new polis. 

The basic sale of resources gives a very small amount of crypto-currency 
to the player. To improve the settlement, the player must conduct expeditions 
in search of old technologies in an abandoned world. A variety of resources and 
objects are required for the organization of expeditions. They can be purchased 
at the exchange for a crypto-currency.  

 
By developing his/her polis, a player passes several phases: 

 
A player must prove that he/she can improve his/her world by developing 

business processes based on the crypto currency economy.
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Gameplay 

The Double Land is an imitation of the real economy in the game mode, 
where an in-game token is used as a currency. Token will be sold and bought 
for real money, which will create all aspects of economic incentives. 

By playing Double Land, a participant will be able to fully learn the 
economic strategies for creating his/her own business, communicating with 
partners and competitors, employers and employees, as well as with 
government bodies, the role of which plays a Central Bank. 

If a user has tokens, he/she can immediately start developing his/her 
business by following different game scenarios (or create own script). In case, 
a participant does not have the initial capital, he/she can earn the first starting 
capital by inviting as many other players as possible or by performing certain 
tasks that will help to proceed the game. 

Example 1. 
The participant has invited 10 people who decided to become fishers. 

Each of them has bought one boat and one set of gear for fishing for 1 token 
per each. From those invited players, this player has the right to get 10% or 1 
token for buying his/her own boat with a gear. Having a boat and gear, the user 
obtains the status of a fisher, and starts fishing, then sells a fish on the market 
for 0.035 tokens a day, he/she can fish and sell not more than 0.035 tokens 
from one boat with gear per day (the more boats with gears, respectively, the 
higher is the possible income). The participant already pays for the cost of 
buying a boat with gear and earns 1.05 tokens (5% of profit per month) from 
one boat for a month, which he/she can sell, buy new items on them, change, 
invest, give loans, invest in a bank and etc. 

At first, while the volume of the in-game economy is increasing, the 
Central Bank performs the duties of the market (and other necessary functions) 
and make a profit from buying/selling on the market, laying down its interest in 
the cost of production. In future, users will be able to trade independently among 
themselves in the game markets. The price will be determined by them, and the 
"invisible hand of the market" to adjust it according to the market law. 

For the development of a character in the game, the participant has to 
improve his/her skills (for example, passing in the Academy certain free and 
paid upgrades/training). This training will not be "empty", but will actually include 
certain economic skills, by learning which a participant will be able to play more 
effectively on Double Land. 

This is also necessary to obtain a higher status in the game, and 
accordingly, higher earnings. 
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Example 2. 
A fisher wants to become the owner of a fish restaurant, and for this, 

he/she will need to buy this restaurant for 200,000 tokens (conditionally). He/she 
buys fish (or delivers to his/her own restaurant a fish in case of a Holding) from 
the fisher for 0.035 tokens (or sets his/her own price), "cooks" this fish in a 
restaurant and sells it with a markup of 0.055 tokens (having developed an 
economically advantageous model, a participant has a certain limit of product 
output per day, as a decreasing marginal return on factors of production is used 
in Double Land). Everyone on the island has to eat (affects health) and 
therefore the part of the incomes of all the characters is spent on food. 

 
The level of each player will be characterized by three parameters 

(similar to the Maslow pyramid): 
 

 
 

Health is replenished by buying ready meals, going to restaurants or by 
using other options. The greater is the maximum health, the higher is the 
performance of the character (the analogue of endurance), and he/she can 
produce more goods or perform more actions. For example, a participant can 
buy 2 restaurants with a 100% health instead of 1 restaurant at a 50% health 
level. The production of each unit of goods or the performance of each new 
action reduces the health of the character. 

Skills are increased by training. The more actions the participant makes 
in the game, either working, or buying/selling or any other operations, the more 
skill he/she gets. This affects the level of his/her health, which will decrease 
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slower as the skill increases and also will give the opportunity to increase the 
effectiveness of a character. 

Reputation is increased by training. This option is not mandatory, but it 
will help to establish relations with other characters in the game, and also rely 
on more profitable economic and financial indicators (less loan rate, more 
deposit rate, less commodity cost, etc.). 

The key link of the game is the Central Bank, which performs the following 
roles: 

- regulates all in-game relationships; 
- acts as governing and the law-making body; 
- is a main financial institution. 
Herewith, after the course is set to open sailing, the Central Bank will not 

have 100% power and the ability to carry out uncontrolled interventions. 
Example 3. 
If a fisher has spent 1,000 tokens to buy geared boats, the bank can take 

loan him/her the same amount of money to buy a fish restaurant, provided that 
until the loan is paid back, he/she cannot withdraw the amount of loan, which is 
automatically blocked on withdraw in the game (which is stated in the loan 
financing contract between the player and the Central Bank) to the full 
repayment of the debt and interest on it. 

So, the Central Bank loaned 1,000 tokens to buy a fish restaurant for 10% 
for 10 months. The player's calculations show that he/she will be able to earn 
5.5 tokens a day or 165 tokens per month or 1,650 tokens per loan period for 
the sale of fish dishes in a restaurant. The player returns 1100 to the Central 
Bank and has a profit of 550 tokens. 

The game implements several mechanisms of debt financing through 
loans (annuity payment, return when it is possible, capitalized interest, and so 
on). In addition to cash loans, there will be options for leasing equipment. 

Central Bank as the main financial institution, will accept deposits from 
players, as well as give loans to other Commercial Banks. In addition, the 
Central Bank will act as guarantor of transactions between different participants. 
In future, major players who own their Corporations, Conglomerates or 
Transnational companies will be able to directly participate in the management 
of the Central Bank.  

 
 
All the information about the possible game mechanics, game strategies 

and game possibilities will be described deeply in the future Technical White 
Paper just before the release. 
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Difference of project from other solutions 

Since the time when a blockchain technology was invented and 
implemented in the form of bitcoin crypto-currency, the question of integrating 
this new technology into the computer game environment has been raised. The 
most natural was the use of crypto-currencies in MMO games, where users 
participate in the functioning of a virtual economy. In such games, participants 
usually get materials, create businesses and trade among themselves using the 
game currency. 

At the moment there are many games in which users can exchange fiat 
money for the game currency (in effect, to purchase game currency as a service 
from the owner of the game). The operations of the reverse exchange (sale) of 
the game currency are often not provided in games at all, it is assumed that 
everything will be spent on various purchases inside the game, especially since 
the creation of an additional infrastructure for input/output of funds requires 
additional investments in development. This situation stimulates the 
development of the black market by exchanging game values for fiat money 
between players, which is considered undesirable among game developers in 
view of lost profits. Moreover, accumulated but not realized game money can 
stimulate the inflation process in in-game markets, generating an anomalous 
increase in prices for virtual goods and services. Similar processes occur both 
in the real economy and in a virtual one. 

Another common option is the game with the purchase of game money, 
but with the option of chips redemption at the rate, set by the game producer 
(casino scheme, when a set of chips of different denominations is bought for 
gaining the opportunity of the game and is exchanged for fiat money at the end 
of the game). If we analyze the forums of participants of such games, the clients 
are mostly concerned with two questions: the risk of impossibility to withdraw 
the invested funds (transaction risk, fraud, termination of the game) and the 
safety of the electronic wallet. In this connection, a lot of additional services, 
both fee-based and with free access, arise, according to the analysis of the 
market of this type of games for the fulfilment of their obligations in the past and 
recommendations to players where to invest more safely. Unfortunately, such 
services absolutely do not guarantee the safety of the customer's funds and 
divert some of the potential profits of the gaming company. 

The most natural way to solve the indicated problems in the time of 
blockchain technology is to replace the game currency (chips) with the crypto-
currency, while any of the already circulating crypto-currencies and emitted by 
the game producer through the ICO mechanism can serve as such a 
mechanism. In fact, such a scheme removes the element of the electronic 
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wallet, where the money is constantly changing to the game currency, and the 
black market is replaced by the official crypto-exchange. 

Currently, only online casinos and poker clubs have fully appreciated the 
opportunities arising from the use of crypto-currency in the gaming environment. 
At the same time, this is an extremely interesting and promising market niche, 
which is going to be occupied by the Double Land Game. 

The obvious advantages of this approach in the development of games 
are the following factors: 

 Due to the blockchain technology and smart contracts, transaction 
risk is almost fully eliminated, as well as the risk of theft from the 
electronic wallet; 

 Due to integration with crypto-exchange, game tokens can be used 
either directly or after conversion, for transactions in the real world; 

 User of the game additionally acquires the status of an investor in a 
game token, the course of which will fluctuate at the crypto-
exchange, depending on the popularity of the game; 

 Game values (created enterprises, acquired skills of characters, 
etc.) become a real asset; 

 Inflation processes in the game are excluded due to the balancing 
of demand and supply by the players themselves; 

 The world of virtual gaming economy gets «bridges» with the real 
world, which greatly increases the attractiveness of games 
(especially business and economic simulators) — the Virtual Reality 
principle acquires a completely new vivid meaning; 

 The developer of the game gets opportunities by issuing tokens to 
attract funding for the development of their project, make it as 
attractive to a user as possible, reduce the risks of possible closure 
of the game; 

 The developer of the game gets the opportunity to generate profits 
through commission fees on user transactions. 

Thus, the key factors for the success of Double Land are the following: 

 Stable development of the project due to the constant demand from the 
players for the domestic currency, which exclude the possibility of large 
volatility of the token in the markets; 

 Implementation of real financial projects in a game form; 

 Development of own full-fledged block of infrastructure based on 
Ethereum; 

 Social network within the game, academies, courses and other 
educational programs created by professional economists and 
financiers; 

 The best incentive for real activity is real money. 
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Marketing 

The team of the Double Land game is going to implement several PR-
strategies simultaneously after the release of alpha/beta versions to maintain 
the interest of the participants to the game, as well as to attract a large number 
of new players who will develop their characters within the game. It is planned 
to attract a number of Hollywood stars to promote the game and create the 
required image. 

The marketing program of the project is developed by experienced 
marketers, who have relevant experience in the countries of Asia, Europe and 
America. 

 

 
 
 
In addition to standard social networks, the following specialized sites will 

also be used: 
1. bitcointalk.org 
2. forbes.com 
3. mmgp.ru 
4. coinmarketcap.com 

And other specialized sites. 
 
 
Target markets for the marketing program: 
- countries of South-East Asia (Korea, Japan, Philippines, etc.); 
- countries of Latin America; 
- the countries of western and eastern Europe. 
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Key slogans of Double Land:  
 

1. Graphics + Intelligence 
Double Land game is based on two key success factors: graphics and 

intelligence. The economic model of the Game is developed by real economists 
from the Academy of Sciences. And the packaging is a first-class visual 
component from the best designers. 

2. Real economy = Crypto economy 
The model of the game is built on the model of general economic 

equilibrium — the perfection of scientific modeling in the economy. The laws of 
a real life now work in the Game. Earning has never been so exciting. 

3. Game currency = Crypto currency 

The first project on the market in which the in-game currency is not a 
dummy for entertainment, but a real currency traded on world-class exchanges. 

4. Game = Education 
The game will not only admire the world of Double Land, earn money, but 

also learn economics and economic thinking. All thanks to the development of 
in-game academies and courses. 

5. Game growth = Currency growth 
With the growth of the Game, its economy grows as well. And as the 

economy of the Game grows, the Double Coin course grows as well. The rate 
of Double Coin is increasing - the profit of the Players grows as a result. 

6. Game business = Real business 
By developing his/her gaming business, a player will be able to use real 

business strategies to make profit. The gaming business acquires the face of a 
real one. 
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Market entry 

Token name: DoubleCoin (DC)    
Release standard: Ethereum ERC20 
(more details in the smart-contract and sale terms) 

Total issue volume: 1,000,000,000 of tokens 
 
Private sale of tokens (0 stage ICO) 
Sales start: 15.05.2018 
Sales end: 31.05.2018 
Sales volume: 80 million of tokens 
Sales rate: the rate DC\ETH is floating and depends on the current rate 
ETH\USD. The base rate DC\USD is 0.02$ for 1 DC. See smart-contract 
and landing page for more details. 
Minimum transaction volume in ETH: 1 ETH 
Minimum transaction volume in BTC: 1 ETH at the current ex. rate 
 
Preliminary sale of tokens (1st stage ICO) 
Sales start: 15.06.2018 
Sales end: 30.06.2018 
Sales volume: 50 million of tokens 
Bonus volume: 25 million of tokens (max) – 50% of sales volume 
Bonuses: 50% bonus to purchase volume 
Transaction currency: ETH, BTC 
Sales rate: the rate DC\ETH is floating and depends on the current rate 
ETH\USD. The base rate DC\USD is 0.04$ for 1 DC. See smart-contract 
and landing page for more details. 
Minimum transaction volume in ETH: 0.03 ETH 
Minimum transaction volume in BTC: 0.03 ETH at the current ex. rate 
Maximum transaction volume in ETH: 500 ETH per address 
Maximum transaction volume in BTC: 500 ETH per address at the 
current ex. rate 
 
Main sale of tokens (2nd stage ICO) 
Sales start: 15.07.2018 
Sales end: 31.08.2018 or till full sales volume 
Sales volume: 450 million of tokens 
Bonus volume: 135 million of tokens (max) - 30% of sales volume for 
the 1st week, 20% of sales volume for the 2nd week and 10% of the sales 
volume for the 3rd week and further. 
Transaction currency: ETH, BTC 
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Sales rate: the rate DC\ETH is floating and depends on the current rate 
ETH\USD. The base rate DC\USD is 0.055$ for 1 DC. See smart-
contract and landing page for more details. 
Minimum transaction volume in ETH: 0.01 ETH 
Minimum transaction volume in BTC: 0.01 ETH at the current ex. rate 
Maximum transaction volume in ETH: 500 ETH per address 
Maximum transaction volume in BTC: 500 ETH per address at the 
current ex. Rate 
 

 

 
 
 
Soft Cap: 8 000 ETH (it could change due to the current rate ETH\USD) 
Hard Cap: 50 000 ETH (it could change due to the current rate ETH\USD) 
 
All unsold during the pre-ICO, ICO and subsequent rounds tokens will be 

put up for sale after the release of the beta version at a price higher than the 
maximum previous price. All additional profits will be distributed among the 
owners of the tokens in accordance with their volumes of possession of the 
tokens. 

- Partners and owners = 15% 
(150 mln of tokens) 
- Bounty = 1% (10 mln tokens) 
- Development and promotion 
= 10% (100 mln of tokens) 
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Economic efficiency of Project 

3 strategies for profit-making by participants in DoubleLand game are 
implemented: 

- buyback of tokens by the Central Bank; 
- selling of tokens directly to other players; 
- participation in the game and development of own gaming businesses. 
The choice of a specific mechanism depends on the participant 

himself/herself and the choice of values of two parameters: time and profitability. 
Each subsequent mechanism of profit extraction is characterized by an 
increasing time of profit and an increasing rate of profit itself. Schematically, this 
approach is as follows: 

 
Thus, the participant who wishes to get the greatest profit must 

independently participate in the development of the game. A participant who 
positions himself/herself as an Investor with a quick return on the invested 
capital can return his/her funds with a decent profit after 1 year. 

 
1. Reverse buyback of tokens by the Central Bank. 
A participant buys a certain number of tokens at the 1st and/or 2nd stages 

of the ICO. At the launch phase (the end of 2018 in accordance with the 
roadmap), the Central Bank will buy back the tokens. Profitability depends 
primarily on the date of purchase and the volume of a purchase. The volume, 
terms and procedures for redemption of tokens by the Central Bank will be 
determined after the release of the game. 

 
2. Resale directly to other players. 
In the case a participant wishes to receive a greater profit from the 

invested funds, he/she has the opportunity to carry out the activity of selling of 
tokens independently within the game to other participants without an 
intermediary (the Central Bank). For obvious reasons, this will take a much 
longer time compared to selling to the Central Bank. 

After the game is launched, a fixed rate will be established for the 
sale/purchase of tokens on the in-game Exchange site. Sometime after 
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reaching the target indices of the population in the game world, game tokens 
will be sold on the world exchanges at a free rate. According to developers with 
a sufficient population of the in-game world, entering real exchanges and 
ensuring free float of the token rate will ensure a rapid growth of the exchange 
rate. At the same time, the rate will not be lower than the value that will be fixed 
on the in-game exchange. This will ensure the security of the tokens from the 
collapse of the exchange rate after entering the world exchanges. 

Thus, with this mechanism, the participant will have several scenarios of 
behavior and profit making: 

- beginning of operations for the sale of tokens to other players 
immediately after the release of the game; 

- save game tokens for the purpose of their subsequent sale after the 
release of tokens in the open sale. 

 
3. Participation in game and development of own gaming 

businesses. 
A participant can receive the greatest profit, directly playing in Double 

Land and developing the in-game business. In this case, a participant can not 
only enjoy the game process but also learn different financial strategies and 
earn real money. 

Following the results of the 1st and 2nd stages of the ICO, the participant 
will have a certain number of tokens, which in total will be his/her starting capital. 
This start-up capital can be spent in one of the following scenarios: 

 
After the game is launched, the participant is given a status that, 

depending on the number of deposited tokens and the actions performed, can 
change. 

 
Purchase of ready-made businesses 
A participant can buy various ready-made businesses that will bring 

him/her an income up to 50% per annum, depending on the type of business 
itself and its purchase price. A ready business requires the direct work of the 
participant and his/her control, just as in a real life. A participant can hire a 
Manager who, for some feeform the total profit, will manage his/her business. A 
manager can be chosen among other players by the parameters and 
characteristics that will be suitable for a participant. A bot can also be selected 
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as the Manager. The game will implement an open API, which will allow players 
to create their own bots (however, they still have to be payed). 

 
A participant can create a holding, both a vertical one and a horizontal 

one. One of the examples of a Holding is a Fish Empire, the work of which many 
businesses of other participants will be involved in. 

 
The business model of such an Empire is given below: 

 

 
 

Fishers, workers and waiters can be both real players (other participants), 
and game bots. In both cases, the owner of the business will have to pay wages 
(and bear other fixed and variable costs). Holding products for customers are 
food that is necessary to support the activity in the game. 

The game contains all the main types of taxes that exist in real life, 
including income tax, profit tax, value added tax. 

When achieving certain target activity indicators, the Holding owner can 
get on IPO in order other players to buy shares of its Holding (a share from 
profit). 

 
Bank deposit 
If needed, a participant can simply deposit his/her money in the bank of 

the game. There will be only the Central Bank in the game, at the first stages it 
will accept money for deposits, as well as provide loans at interest to borrowers. 
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Opening a business 
The game provides a number of opportunities for the development of a 

business in various sectors of the economy (agriculture, industrial production, 
services and others). At the same time, even with a small initial capital, any 
participant can start developing his/her business. As time passes, any 
participant will be able to create his/her own Holding (of course, subject to 
successful and efficient management). 

 
Creating your own bank 
Any participant when achieving a certain amount of funds at his/her 

disposal, as well as having a certain experience, can create his/her own 
financial institution, including a Commercial Bank. A participant gets 
anexperience, having carried out certain tasks with a financial bias. The 
functions of a Commercial Bank are as follows:providing of loans and accepting 
funds for deposits. The Central Bank is a regulator, crediting a Commercial Bank 
with the approved amount of liabilities kept in its ammounts. 

 
In addition to the Commercial Bank, participants can also open other 

financial institutions: 
- microfinance organizations for issuing small loans to other players. For 

this type of organization, the required capital and experience will be much less; 
- insurance companies; 
- investment funds. 
 
Each type of organization requires a holistic understanding of the nature 

of their functioning, for which the training courses in the Academies will be 
introduced in the game. 

 
The investor has a whole pool of opportunities to make money in the world 

of the game Double Land. 
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It is planned that by the end of the third year in the world of Double Land 
there will already be more than 2 million registered users, and by the end of the 
5th year - more than 4 million people. The number of active unique players per 
day is estimated at 5 thousand for the 1st year, 10 thousand for the 3rd year 
and 15 thousand for the 5th year. 

 

 
 

Developers will set a fixed token rate in relation to crypto currency and fiat 
money for the ICO period and maximum 1 year after the release of the game. 
Then it is planned to ensure free floating of the token rate by accessing the 
world's main crypto-exchanges. The fix rate for the first year is needed for the 
stability of in-game economic process. But investors will be able to earn money 
even during that period using other strategies for profit-making. 
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Due to what the growth of the token rate will be provided (= the value of 
the token expressed in leading crypto-currencies and fiat money)? The growth 
of the rate after entering the exchanges will be provided by the growth in 
demand from the players. The growth in the number of active users and the 
growth of their involvement in the game will lead to an increase in the volume of 
daily turnover of tokens within the game Double Land. 

As a result, the economy of Double Land will grow. The number of 
companies, holdings and "real manufactures" will grow. All this is an indicator 
of the strengthening of the in-game currency, and will lead to an increase in 
demand on the part of both the existing players themselves and new buyers of 
the token. 

For example, right after the Double Land release, Player 1 bought a ready-
made business for the production of fishing trailers for 100,000 tokens (which 
was equivalent to N-amount of world crypto currency). Developing it for 12 
months, he brought it to a new level, which allows to earn up to 0.5-1 thousand 
tokens per day (in fact, paying off the initial investment every 3-5 months). 
Player 2, entering the market one year after the ICO, can no longer buy such a 
business for the same amount, equivalent to the volume of N-amount of world 
crypto currency. Business began to cost 200 thousand tokens, that at a single 
increase in the rate of the token became equivalent to 3 * N world crypto 
currency. Player 2 buys a business for 200,000 tokens from Player 1 in order to 
be able to earn even more in a few months. Player 3, wishing to develop his 
new business from ZERO, uses the products of Player 2, thereby increasing 
demand, which means the price and profit of Player 2. Along with this, Player 4 
can coax Player 2 for a fee to enter the business by becoming a co-owner. In 
other words, Double Land provides a huge choice of lines of business activities, 
providing the required profitability. 
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Project road map 

   
 
 
Developers are planning to release a mobile version of the game after the 

main desktop version in several languages, including: 
- English (basic); 
- Chinese; 
- Spanish; 
- German; 
- French; 
- Korean. 
 
The exact date of the mobile version release will be published after the 

beta version of the game. 
 
 
 

Beginning of the overall development of the 
concept 
 
Creating a concept project, a general market 
analysis, writing a white paper 
 
Private ICO, Pre-ICO, Main ICO 
 
Creating an economic model of the game, alpha 
and beta versions, testing 
 
Development of the release version of the game, 
market launch 
 
Development of the gaming infrastructure, game 
magazine and API 
 
Main world exchanges entrance, open auction of 
DC 
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Terms, conditions and risks 

1. This document is intended solely for information purposes, does not offer 
or force you to participate in the game, buy or sell tokens. 

2. Tokens of the game do not grant their holders ownership or property rights 
in the game company of the DoubleLand game or any other related 
company, as well as the right to receive a share of the profits. 

3. Tokens do not grant their holders the right to participate in the 
management of a company or a development of a policy of the company's 
activities. At the same time, the development team daily monitors the 
game market, which allows you to quickly take into account the opinions 
and feedback of the community in case of their usefulness. 

4. Tokens can be used in the game to develop their own characters, for 
payments with each other within the game, for operations with the Central 
Bank of the game or other financial organizations of the game, and also 
for sale on the world's off-the-game exchanges (after notifying developers 
of the possibility of free sale of tokens). 

5. All financial, economic, gaming and other calculations given in this 
document are solely illustrative of the industry average performance 
indicators. This document and participation in the game does not provide 
a guarantee of income and/or profit as a result of participating in the game. 
Investors, and players take on all the risks of participation. 

6. The Game Developer team will make every effort to ensure the release of 
the game within the specified timeframe and to ensure the specified profit. 

7. This project is developed on the basis of blockchain technology, which is 
subject to supervision and control by various state bodies. Tokens of the 
game (like any other crypto-currency) can be subject to legislative 
restrictions, which, among other things, can reduce or completely deprive 
the possibility of using, owning, selling, buying and other activities related 
to game tokens. 

8. Tokens of the game are not the subject of investment, they do not have 
legal force. Due to unforeseen circumstances, some of the target 
indicators shown in this document are subject to change. The project team 
sets the goal of achieving maximum gaming and financial performance, 
however, participants and investors participate in the project at their own 
risk and cannot claim mandatory compensation for their losses. 

9. Project participants and investors assume all risks associated with the 
unsuccessful financial outcome of the preliminary and/or basic ICO. 
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10. Project participants and investors take all risks associated with 
unforeseen changes in computer technologies that may affect blockchain 
technology, which in the end may in some way affect the company's 
performance and the economic attractiveness of the game. 

 

In the case of insufficient collection of funds during the pre-ICO, ICO and 
subsequent rounds, which are necessary for the development of the game, the 
developers will do their best to find the necessary funds in other ways. In case 
of failure, the developers return the remaining collected funds, with the 
exception of the already spent funds for PR, marketing and current necessary 
expenses. 

 
The team sets as a primary goal to release a successful product to the 

market, which will be in demand and interesting to the community. 
 
In the case of failure to achieve Soft Cap all received funds will be 

returned. 
 
 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY 

 
By participating in Double Land as an investor (token buyer), player, or 

any other role, you agree to take all risks of use, purchase, sale or other 
transactions related to game tokens. You take all responsibility off the project 
team. When purchasing tokens, they will be received by you without any further 
guarantees, express or implied. 
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Project team 

Nikolay Li  
Founder of Double Land 
The active crypto-currency trader, a specialist in blockchain and crypto 

industries, owned the exchange for trading crypto-currencies, merchant system 
and money transfer system. 

 
Evgeniy Makarenko  
Project Manager 
Specialist in the creation and management of IT projects. Participation in 

the development and promotion of financial-IT projects in the US and Russia. 
 
Petr Lavrinenko 
Adviser Economist 
Leading scientist economist, an employee of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences. Design and creation of economic mechanics in Double Land. 
 
Alexander Bereznyatsky 
Adviser Economist 
A scientist economist, PhD in economic sciences, an employee of the 

Russian Academy of Sciences. Forecasting and economic scenarios in Double 
Land. 

 
Rustam Abdyukhanov 
Producer (game industry) 
The founder of the company for the development of games Network 

Media. Over the years, dozens of successful games for browsers and mobile 
phones, VR projects (virtual reality), AR projects (augmented reality). 

 
Anton Kachulin 
Game designer, screenwriter 
Specialist in media philosophy. Dozens of realized scenarios and game 

mechanics. 
 
Valery Shalev 
Head of Marketing Department 
The owner of his own recruiting company in the IT-sphere. 
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Victor Volkov 
SMM Manager 
Many years of experience in information services, marketing in social 

networks, work with block projects 
 
Vyacheslav Alekseev 
Web developer 
Programming and developing front-end applications 
 
IT team 
Team of programmers and system administrators 
Developing smart contracts, administering servers and blocking 

infrastructure 
 
Game Team 
Computer game development company 
Team Network Media is a well-coordinated team of more than 30 people, 

professionals in game development: graphic designers, programmers, game 
designers. In the background of the company dozens of successful projects. 


